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Abstract9

The magnetic field map in the muon endcap region has been verified us-
ing cosmic ray data taken in Fall 2008 (CRAFT). The method compares
the observed deflection of muons in YE1 and YE2, as measured using seg-
ments in the CSCs, to the predicted deflection based on extrapolations of
tracker tracks. The data indicate that the old magnetic field map repre-
sented a magnetic field that is too high by 6% in YE1, and too low by 2%
in YE2.
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1 Introduction11

In Winter 2009, the observed deflection of muons in the muon barrel detector were not repro-12

duced accurately by the simulation. After much effort, it was shown that improvements to13

the magnetic field map were needed, traced back to the way TOSCA implements magnetic14

field boundary conditions at infinity. Naturally, the question arose as to the agreement of the15

improved magnetic field map with the data in the endcaps. This note documents the result16

of a study based on CRAFT data, meant to answer that question.17

2 Method18

A cross-sectional view of the CMS detector showing the CSC’s is given in Fig. 1. One notes19

that the chambers in ME1/2 and ME1/3 on one side, and ME2/2 on the other, bracket the20

return yoke disk YE1. The magnetic field is concentrated in the iron of the yokes YE1, YE221

and YE3. To a significant degree, the path of the muon through ME1, YE1 and ME2 amounts22

to a simple deflection in a dipole field. The angle of between the straight-line segments in23

ME1 and ME2 is directly related to the magnetic field strength in YE1, as well as the path24

length projected into the plane perpendicular to ~B. This angle is easily inferred from the25

reconstructed segments in the ME1 and ME2.26

Figure 1: A cross-sectional view of the CMS detector.
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2.1 Event Sample27

Muons from cosmic rays come in a wide range of momenta and angles. Even selecting those28

which follow a useful trajectory, the momentum is a priori completely uncertain. We must29

know the momentum of each muon in order to compute the expected deflection through30

YE1. We use tracks reconstructed in the silicon tracker, whose momentum scale is correct by31

definition. Thus we compare the deflection measured with CSC’s segments to a prediction32

obtained by extrapolating tracker tracks through the magnetic field in the endcap yokes into33

the CSC’s.34

Of the 300M muon-triggered events recorded in CRAFT, only a minute portion are useful35

for this study. We developed an effective filter to select events based on relatively simple36

criteria which nonetheless gave us an excellent sample of events for this study. The filter37

passes events which have a good global muon and/or both a good tracker track and a good38

stand-alone muon. The definition of “good” is as follows:39

• “good” global muon:40

1. p > 3 GeV/c41

2. at least 8 hits in the tracker42

3. at least 9 CSC hits43

4. χ2/NDF < 2044

• “good” stand-alone muon:45

1. p > 3 GeV/c46

2. at least 9 CSC hits47

3. Zlength > 200 cm48

• “good” tracker track:49

1. p > 3 GeV/c50

2. at least 8 hits in the tracker51

Here, Zlength is the difference between the largest and the smallest Z coordinate for hits on52

the track. The cuts on Zlength ensure that the tracks are long enough to pass through at least53

one iron yoke, thereby giving a momentum measurement. Overall, these cuts are quite loose.54

This filter is implemented in the CSCSkim offline analysis code, which contains a number of55

CSC-based filters. This so-called BFieldStudies skim is type 9 in CSCSkim. A typical event is56

displayed in Fig. 2.57

Only 119,743 events are selected from the roughly 300M muon-triggered events recorded in58

CRAFT. They are used for the studies of the magnetic field in the endcaps reported in this59

note, as well as for large-scale alignment of the endcaps and studies of stand-alone muons.60

2.2 Energy Loss61

The cosmic ray muons in our sample generally enter in the upper half of the detector (y > 0)62

and exit in the lower half (y < 0). Consequently, the difference in energies in the endcaps63

and in the tracker has opposite sign for the upper and lower halves. This energy loss is not64

small – in YE1 alone, for example, a muon loses typically 1.4 GeV.65
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Figure 2: A typical event selected by CSCSkim, type 9.

Figure 3: Basic distributions of momentum measured in the tracker (left), and the (X, Y)
coordinates in ME±1/1 for the stand-alone muons. The three rings in ME±1/1 are easily
discerned.
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Figure 4: Mean normalized energy loss, 〈∆ p̃〉, as a function of tracker momentum.

We made a simple check of the energy loss as assumed in the propagation of tracker tracks66

to ME2. The propagator returns the momentum vector, so we can easily obtain the energy67

difference ∆p = pME3 − pME2 as well as the inclination of the track through YE1, character-68

ized by cos α where α is the angle with respect to the normal of YE1 (i.e., the z-axis). For each69

event, we computed the normalized energy loss, ∆ p̃ = ∆p/(L cos α), where L ≈ 34X0 is the70

thickness of YE1 in radiation lengths. Fig. 4 shows the mean 〈∆ p̃〉 as a function of pME2. The71

classic logarithmic rise is evident, and can be directly compared with the known energy loss72

of charged particles in iron [2]. The agreement is good at the percent level, indicating there73

is no major problem with this aspect of the energy loss as included in the propagation of74

tracker tracks. One should realize that this is not a measurement of the energy loss – only a75

cross-check that the propagation is done in a consistent manner.76

2.3 Muon Deflection77

The basic assumption is that the bending occurs only inside the iron yokes, and that the
direction of the magnetic field is in the ŝ direction, where the unit vector ŝ points away from
the z-axis in cylindrical coordinates. The segments reconstructed in ME1 and ME2 provide
global coordinates and directions. The direction vectors can be normalized to unit length,
call them û1 and û2 for ME1 and ME2. A simple measure of the deflection of the muon by
the magnetic field is

δ ≡ sin ε = (û1 × ŝ) · û2. (1)

An elementary calculation relates ε to the magnetic field and the component of the momen-
tum perpendicular to the field, p⊥,

tan(2ε) = 0.3BL
(

q
p⊥

)
(2)

where L is the thickness of the iron yoke in the z direction. For small ε, we have tan(2ε) ≈78

2δ(1− 3
2 δ2), which is quite accurate for ε < 0.35. Crudely speaking, δ ∝ B.79

We will measure δ from the CSC’s and compare to a “predicted” value from extrapolating the80

tracker track to ME1, through YE1, and to ME2. The predicted deflection δpred is determined81

by the magnetic field map, while the measured deflection δmeas depends on the real magnetic82
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field. If δmeas < δpred, then the magnetic field in the map is too high, since δmeas/δpred =83

Btrue/Bmap. As we will see below, δmeas/δpred ≈ 0.95.84

This method retains some advantages worth noting. First, it demands from the CSC’s only85

the measurement of directions of straight line portions of tracks, which is well within their86

capability. Comparisons of the momentum measured in the muon system and in the tracker87

suffer from a lack of good alignment information for the CSC’s – basically they cannot mea-88

sure momentum accurately, for the CRAFT data. Similarly, a comparison of the projected89

arrival of the muon in a chamber to the measured arrival suffers if the chamber alignment is90

unknown (though a careful handling of positive and negative muons might solve this prob-91

lem). Finally, this method is data-driven, with no need for input from the simulation. In92

fact, a simulated cosmic ray sample can be used for verifying the method, by checking that93

δmeas = δpred within statistical errors. One of the analyses of the barrel muon drift tubes used94

essentially this same method [3].95

The quality of the measurement of δ restricts the useful range of p⊥ from 5 to 30 GeV. Multiple96

scattering for low momenta and resolution on the directions of the CSC segments limit the97

low and high range of momentum, respectively.98

Plots of δmeas and δpred for narrow ranges of p⊥ are shown in Fig. 5. The distributions are also
reasonably narrow and symmetric, justifying the use of a profile plot to study δ as a function
of p⊥. Fig.6 shows 〈δ〉 as a function of p⊥, for positive and negative muons separately. The
triangles represent δmeas while the crosses represent δpred – they are quite close to each other
for the range 0.03 < 1/p⊥ < 0.2. It makes sense to look at the ratio δmeas/δpred, which is
shown in Fig. 7, for the restricted range 0.03 < 1/p⊥ < 0.2. A clean, symmetric peak is
observed. A Gaussian fit to the central core gives

δmeas

δpred
= 0.942± 0.008 (YE1) (3)

which is surprisingly precise. We checked for non-linear effects by plotting this ratio as a99

function of 1/p⊥ – see Fig. 8, which shows the mean 〈δmeas/δpred〉 from a profile histogram,100

as well as the peak position of Gaussian functions fit in narrow slices of 1/p⊥. The value in101

Eq. 3 is constant and there is no sign of any non-linearity.102

In order to verify that the significant deviation from one (Eq. 3) is not due to some aspect103

of the analysis method, we performed the analysis on simulated cosmic ray events. The104

distribution of δmeas/δpred is very similar to Fig. 7, except that the peak is centered on one. A105

fit to the peak gave (δmeas/δpred)MC = 1.03± 0.02. A direct overlay of the distributions from106

real and simulated events is shown in Fig. 9, which shows that the simulation matches the107

real data well, except for the position of the peak, which is clearly displaced.108

We compared 〈δmeas/δpred〉 measured in the two endcaps. As seen in Fig. 9, there is no109

difference. We also checked the stability of the ratio with φ and also radius from the beam,110

and found no statistically significant deviations.111

The result for YE1 seem stable and robust, so we extend the method to YE2, which is brack-112

eted by ME2 and ME3. The same procedure described above was followed, with similar113

results. The main difference with respect to the YE1 study is that the distributions of both114

δmeas and δpred are somewhat broader, due to the multiple scattering in YE1 and the longer115

extrapolation distance for the tracker tracks.116

It is worth noting that the magnetic field in YE2 is roughly 30% weaker than in YE1, accord-117
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Figure 5: Deflections δmeas for narrow ranges of p⊥, separating positive and negative muons.
The distributions for δpred are narrower.
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Figure 6: Mean deflections 〈δ〉 as a function of q/p⊥.
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Figure 7: Distribution of the ratio δmeas/δpred for 0.03 < 1/p⊥ < 0.2. The left plot shows
positive and negative muons separately. They are combined in the right plot for fitting the
central core to a Gaussian function.
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Figure 8: Mean ratio 〈δmeas/δpred〉 as a function of 1/p⊥.
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Figure 9: Comparisons of the distributions of the ratio δmeas/δpred. On the left, real and
simulated events. On the right, the two endcaps.
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Figure 10: Results for YE2. On the left, the distribution of the ratio of δpred for YE2 relative
to δpred for YE1, muon-by-muon. On the right, the ratio δmeas/δpred.

ing to the magnetic field map. Fig. 10 confirms that for the same muon, δpred is smaller in118

YE2 than in YE1.119

The distribution of the ratio δmeas/δpred computed for ME3 and ME (i.e., for YE2) is shown
in Fig. 10. The main feature is a symmetrical Gaussian peak at the core of the distribution,
with long tails. We fit the central core to a single Gaussian function and obtained

δmeas

δpred
= 1.026± 0.019 (YE2) (4)

which favors a value slightly larger than one, but is statistically consist with one at the per-120

cent level.121

3 Discussion122

The original magnetic field map, upon which the above measurements are based, was shown123

to suffer from a problem with the boundary conditions in TOSCA. An improved version of124

the map, validated in the barrel in detail, indicates small, uniform changes in the magnetic125

field in YE1 and YE2, as shown in Fig. 11. The figures suggest changes of approximately126

+6% in YE1, and -2% in YE2. These are precisely the opposite of what is indicated by the127

measurements here, Eq. 3 and 4.128

4 Conclusions129

The CRAFT data sample from 2008 allowed a quantitative study of the deflection of muons130

in the endcaps. Comparisons of a predicted deflection based on the extrapolation of tracker131

tracks to the measured deflection coming from muon track segments measured in the CSCs132

show that the real magnetic field is about 6% weaker in YE1 than represented in the magnetic133

field map. The data do not indicate any error for YE2, at the 2% level.134
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Figure 11: Traced of the magnitude of the magnetic field as a function of radius (from the
beam line), inside YE1 (top plot) and YE2 (bottom plot). The key “071212” refers to the old
map, and “090322” to the new.
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